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The reduction of chronic disease is not a Millennium
Development Goal (MDG). While the political fashions
have embraced some diseases—HIV/AIDS, malaria, and
tuberculosis, in particular—many other common
conditions remain marginal to the mainstream of global
action on health. Chronic diseases are among these
neglected conditions.
Chronic diseases represent a huge proportion of
human illness. They include cardiovascular disease (30%
of projected total worldwide deaths in 2005), cancer
(13%), chronic respiratory diseases (7%), and diabetes
(2%). Two risk factors underlying these conditions are
key to any population-wide strategy of control—
tobacco use and obesity. These risks and the diseases
they engender are not the exclusive preserve of rich
nations. Quite the contrary.1 Chronic diseases are a larger
problem in low-income settings. Research into chronic
diseases in resource-poor nations remains embryonic.
But what evidence there is2,3 shows just how critical it
will be to intervene early in the epidemic’s course. There
is an unusual opportunity before us to act now to
prevent the needless deaths of millions. Do we have the
insight and resolve to respond?
With a new series of articles,4–7 for which we thank the
superb efforts of Robert Beaglehole, The Lancet aims to
fill a gap in the global dialogue about disease. It is a
surprising and important gap, one that health workers

and policymakers can no longer afford to ignore. The call
by Kathleen Strong and colleagues4 for the world to set a
target to reduce deaths from chronic disease by 2%
annually—to prevent 36 million deaths by 2015—
deserves to be added to the existing eight MDGs.
Without concerted and coordinated political action,
the gains achieved in reducing the burden of infectious
disease will be washed away as a new wave of
preventable illness engulfs those least able to protect
themselves. Let this series be part of a new international
commitment to deny that outcome.
Richard Horton
The Lancet, London NW1 7BY, UK
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Obesity Trends Among U.S. Adults
between 1985 and 2009
•

In 1990 ten states had a prevalence of obesity less than 10% and no
states had prevalence equal to or greater than 15%.

•

By 1999, no state had prevalence less than 10%, eighteen states had a
prevalence of obesity between 20-24%, and no state had prevalence
equal to or greater than 25%.

•

In 2009, only one state (Colorado) and the District of Columbia had a
prevalence of obesity less than 20%. Thirty-three states had a
prevalence equal to or greater than 25%; nine of these states (Alabama,
Arkansas, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mississippi, Missouri, Oklahoma,
Tennessee, and West Virginia) had a prevalence of obesity equal to or
greater than 30%.
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prominent food researcher who has resigned
from Cornell University after six papers were
retracted by JAMA and its specialty journals
over suspicions of P-hacking.

WHICH IS?
Playing around with data until you find a
correlation that meets the statistical standard
for significance, which is P less than 0.05.
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UK life expectancy
did not improve in
2015 to 2017 and
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years
for males and
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females. It fell by
0.1 years for males
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Scotland and Wales,
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[Office for National
Statistics]

REMIND ME WHAT P IS
P measures the probability that any
correlation has arisen by chance. If it’s less
than 0.05 (one in 20) that’s taken as good
enough to reject the chance explanation and
regard the correlation as real.
CAN YOU GIVE ME AN EXAMPLE?
Wansink did an experiment in an Italian
restaurant where half the customers paid
half price for a buffet meal. He was convinced
there would be a correlation between how
much they paid and how much they enjoyed
the food. But there wasn’t.
A FAILED EXPERIMENT, THEN?
Not at all. He encouraged a graduate student
to slice and dice the data until she found a
significant result. Try breaking up the diners
into groups, he suggested: “males, females,
lunch goers, dinner goers, people sitting
alone, people eating with groups of two,
people eating in groups of more than two,
and so on.”
DID IT WORK?
da BMJ,
Like a dream. In a year she had published four
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• Le diseguaglianze nella salute, tra paesi e

all’interno dei paesi, non sono mai state così
grandi nella storia recente. Noi viviamo in un
mondo di paesi ricchi pieni di gente povera e
malata.
• La crescita delle malattie croniche minaccia di
allargare ancora di più questo gap. Gli sforzi per
prevenire queste malattie vanno contro
l’interesse commerciale di operatori economici
molto potenti e questa è una delle sfide più
grandi da affrontare nella promozione della
salute.

• Negli anni 80, quando parlavamo di
collaborazione multisettoriale per la
salute ciò significava lavorare insieme a
settori amici, come istruzione, casa,
nutrizione, acqua e igiene. Quando la
sanità collaborava con il settore
educativo e con quello che si occupava
di acquedotti e fognature, i conflitti
d’interesse erano una rarità.

Oggi a convincere le persone a
condurre stili di vita sani e adottare
comportamenti salubri ci si scontra
con forze che non sono così amiche.
Anzi non lo sono per niente.
Gli sforzi per prevenire le malattie
croniche vanno contro gli interessi
commerciali di potenti operatori
economici. Secondo me, questo è la
più grande sfida che si trova di fronte
la promozione della salute.

• E non si tratta più solo dell’industria del
tabacco (Big Tobacco). La sanità pubblica
deve fare i conti con l’industria del cibo (Big
Food), delle bevande gassate (Big Soda) e
alcoliche (Big Alcohol). Tutte queste industrie
hanno paura delle regole, e si proteggono
usando le stesse, ben note tattiche. Queste
includono gruppi d’opinione, lobbies,
promesse di autoregolamentazione, cause
legali, ricerche finanziate dall’industria che
hanno lo scopo di confondere le prove e
tenere il pubblico nel dubbio.

Le malattie croniche - specialmente le malattie
cardiovascolari, il diabete, il cancro e le malattie respiratorie
croniche - sono trascurate, nonostante la consapevolezza del
grave carico che esse provocano
Le politiche globali e nazionali non sono riuscite a
fermare – in molti casi anzi hanno contribuito a
diffondere – le malattie croniche. Attualmente sono
facilmente disponibili soluzioni a basso costo e di
alta efficacia per la prevenzione delle malattie
croniche; il fallimento nella risposta è oggi un
problema politico, piuttosto che tecnico

Malattie croniche.
La catena delle cause
• Reddito
• Istruzione
• Classe sociale

Determinanti
sociali

Fattori di
rischio
• Sedentarietà
• Eccesso di peso
• Fumo
• Alcol

• Accessibilità
• Utilizzazione
• Qualità

Assistenza
sanitaria

• “Nonostante si viva in un mondo
dominato dalle patologie croniche,
nei luoghi di cura si pratica una
medicina quasi esclusivamente per
acuti: all’alba del XXI secolo
persistono i modelli del XIX secolo”
• (R. Rozzini e M. Trabucchi, 2013)
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This proactive policy depended on
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and structured records.

Sperimemtare il CCM a
Firenze

THE CHRONIC CARE MODEL
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